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Abstract— This article presents the design and comparison of
two approaches to the case of a C* control law design. This type
of control laws is the standard in the commercial aviation industry, with both Airbus and Boeing flying versions of it. A baseline
design is first developed following the standard, classical control
technique of Root Locus, and then the structured H-infinity
control technique is used. It is shown that both approaches
are successful, and indeed with some design precautions the
latter can maximize the knowledge from the previous design
while imbuing the process with more advantageous capabilities
in terms of reducing design time and accounting for model
uncertainty and operational changes.

I. INTRODUCTION
Current industrial Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD)
and Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) algorithms and implementations dedicated to actuator faults provide sufficient fault
diagnosis and accommodation performance to ensure safety
but also allow optimizing the aircraft structural constraints.
Nonetheless, under some specific circumstances even if very
improbable, successive redundant actuator faults can lead to
the loss of the associated control surface. This induces degradation of the control law performance (e.g. time response,
damping, precision) leading to degradation of associated
guidance and control (G&C) functions with a possible switch
to a more ”direct” law and an increase in the pilot workload.
Assuming perfect detection of actuator loss, it is then of
interest to work on control law modification to provide: (i)
control performance and extended flight envelop protection;
and (ii) optimal guidance and trajectory planning.
Within the frame of the European FP7 programme, the
project RECONFIGURE (”REconfiguration of CONtrol in
Flight for Integral Global Upset REcovery”) was established
in January 2013 and ran until July 2016 [3]. Its aim was
to investigate and develop advanced aircraft G&C technologies that facilitated automated handling of off-nominal
and abnormal events, while simultaneously alleviating the
pilots’ task and optimizing performance. This automatism
and optimization had to be performed while maintaining the
aircraft current safety level, which is compliant with presentday regulations. Three main fault scenarios were defined of
which one covered actuator faults. This scenario was subdivided into FTC and FDD tasks, with the former oriented
towards demonstration of schemes capable of maintaining
control performance and flight envelop protection in case of
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a detected actuator loss. This article presents the application to this scenario of a classical control design method
(widely used by industry) and a modern approach of recent
appearance, the structured H∞ (hinfstruct) [13], [14], [11].
To further facilitate transfer to industry, one of the goals of
RECONFIGURE, the control architecture used in both cases
is the well-known (longitudinal) C* law [8], [9].
II. RECONFIGURE BENCHMARK
The RECONFIGURE benchmark [3], [4] consisted mainly
of: (i) a very high-fidelity non-linear aircraft model, and
(ii) realistic fault scenarios and abnormal situations. The
development of the benchmark also implied the definition of
industrial constraints and requirements for real-time implementation, as well as the definition of industrial Verification
& Validation (V&V) process and constraints.
Although the aircraft model used in RECONFIGURE
inherited components from benchmarks used in previous
European projects [5], [6], it represented a notable increase
in the technological readiness level (TRL) for the simulation
model due to the focus in FTC. Due to Airbus’ proprietary
restrictions, the nonlinear benchmark model was provided
as a black box. But this allowed the consortium to benefit
from using: (i) a precise nonlinear model of the aircraft flight
mechanics (used by Airbus in some stages of its industrial
certification activities); (ii) actuator models developed with
the support of Airbus’ suppliers and testing facilities teams;
and (iii) realistic sensor models’ behavior. The benchmark
was complemented with a simplified version of the aircraft
model, Fig. 1, for the verification activities.

Fig. 1: RECONFIGURE simplified benchmark [3]
The structure of the simplified benchmark was composed
of a linear aircraft model, the linear part of the baseline
controller and simplified actuator and sensor models. The
former was a linearized version of the flight dynamics at
a given flight point (Airbus provided 214 linear models

covering the flight envelope and main configurations in terms
of mass and center of gravity, c.g.). The linear part of the
baseline controller was as that for the full model but without
the compensations handling the time-varying behavior of
the aircraft. The simplified actuator model was a 3rd order
transfer function with rate and amplitude limitations, while
the sensor model was simplified to a filter and a time-delay.
All the features of the simplified models were accessible and
could be modified for FDD/FTC purposes.
The selected fault scenario pertained the demonstration of
the efficiency (i.e. limited overshoot) of the flight envelop
protection laws in case of detected elevator actuator loss.
In this scenario, a control surface was considered as fully
lost (i.e. deflection set to 0 degrees) after any abnormal
event, e.g. mechanical breakage. It was assumed that the
fault has been detected (by any available FDD strategy).
Then, the objective was that the aircraft response has to be
as fast as possible while respecting overshoot constraints,
even in case of saturation in the remaining surfaces. In terms
of robustness, the design had to be valid for an operating
domain specified in terms of variations in the c.g., mass and
flight condition (altitude and velocity).
From an industrial point of view, an easy-to-tune algorithm
was required in order to transfer the technique to different
types of aircraft, as well as for shortening the V&V activities.
The number of input parameters had to be very limited and,
if possible, had physical meaning (or at least be already
available in the aircraft).
III. AIRCRAFT C* CONTROL LAW
In references [2], [7] a detailed description of Airbus
C* law is given. First, note that large commercial aircraft
consider several surfaces to control each axis, for example
the A380 pitch control is provided by 4 elevators and the
trimable horizontal stabilizer. Thus, the longitudinal control
law must either directly command each of the surfaces or
a generalized controlled variable. Airbus’ state of practice
follows the latter, whereby the controller issues a single command that is then allocated to the control surfaces following
a set of golden rules in terms of hardware slaving of surfaces
and fault tolerance objectives. Following this generalized
command philosophy, [2] described the operational Airbus
longitudinal control architecture, which is based on a C*-like
control law (see K0 (s) on Fig. 2) and is given by equation:
∫

u = KQ q f + KNz Nz f + KINT

(Nzc − Nz f ) + KNzc Nzc (1)

Nz f as well as an integrator component (KINT ) for the load
factor error and a feed-forward component (KNzc ) of the load
factor command Nzc delivered by the pilot through the stick
deflection δqm . Note that the latter is the result of a pitch
angle target command θtgt with the tracking error filtered by
a pilot model pil(s).
This law is either piloted manually or used as an innerloop for outer functions (i.e. protection loops and guidance
loops). It is therefore very important to have a homogeneous
response across the operating domain so that the outer-loops
can make the assumption of a single and ideal response of the
inner-loop to load factor demand. In consequence, the gains
are typically static and scheduled in terms of aircraft weight,
center of gravity, calibrated airspeed and Mach number.
IV. CLASSICAL APPROACH: ROOT LOCUS
A. Control Architecture
The control architecture selected is as the one used by
Airbus in Fig. 2. The specific SIMULINK implementation
developed for the baseline control design and testing process
is shown in Fig. 3. It composed of the four standard C*
gains (Kinz , Kpnz , Kff nz , KpQ ) plus an additional gain on the
Nz path referred to as ”common” gain Kcmnz . The design
interconnection includes an ideal 1st order reference model
Gre f = ωnre f /(s + ωnre f ) , with ωnre f set 25% below the
required Nz/Nzc settling time.

Fig. 3: SIMULINK model for control design and analysis
In addition to the C* law structure, the SIMULINK
implementation includes: the block ”ALLOCATION” (containing Airbus’ magnitude/rate saturations, control surfaces
allocation, and actuators’ order dynamic models); the block
”Outage”, used to activate the elevator faults; the block for
the LTI state-space of the benchmark; and components to
emulate gust/wind using a Dryden filter –these later components, and indeed the overall setting for the implementation,
is taken from [11] and associated examples at P. Apkarian’s
webpage and Mathworks’ Robust Control demo.
B. Step 1: Root Locus analysis

Fig. 2: Longitudinal closed loop model [2]
This law includes proportional feedbacks (KQ and KNz )
respectively for the measured pitch rate q f and load factor

Following a classical control design philosophy, the effects
of the individual gains are assessed first using Root Locus
(RL) in order to evaluate the potential gain range and their
effect on the closed-loop poles. Then, the results are fine
tuned using linear time-domain simulations. A single LTI
point design is used for the controller but covering the family
of models obtained at a given calibrated airspeed Vcas.
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Fig. 4: Scaled Root Locus for Kinz with other gains set to 0
Further, it is seen in the figure that for gain values higher
than 1.79 the frequency will reduce as one of the SP poles is
attracted by the zero to the right of the break-in point. This
is relatively mirrored in the phugoid, where in the right plot
the two main gain thresholds have been marked (note that
they result in overshoots of 64 to 71% for the PH) as well as
the gain for a real PH (Kinz = 233). Note that although very
slow it is not desirable to have unstable phugoid motion and
thus the desired gain region will be restricted to [0, 5] with
tuning search center around 1.79. This will ensure adequate
SP damping and rise/settling response (while giving a tuning
range freedom). With this knowledge, the RL for the Kpnz
gain is performed for fixed values of Kinz in the above range,
see Fig. 5. The resulting sequence of root loci shows that:
• Increasing Kinz has the effect of ”opening” up the SP
locus (i.e. shifting it towards the left while increasing the
damped frequency). This means that for a fixed value
of Kpnz there will be a reduction in the SP damping,
and for low values also a reduction on the frequency.
• The PH shows a more complex behavior with the root
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Fig. 5: Scaled RL: for Kpnz and Kinz = [0 : 0.5 : 5]
Based on the above, and in order to assess better the
individual effect of Kpnz and select a tuning region (or a
center value for the search), the integral gain is fixed to
Kinz = 1.5. The root locus thus obtained shows more stability
capacity for the PH (in terms of distance to the imaginary
axis) and good damping (an effective 0% overshoot). With
respect to the SP, the good damping is still maintained (even
for Kpnz = 0). Thus, based on the observed RL the range for
the Kpnz gain will start at 0 and increase until the desired
damping versus rise time/settling time response is achieved.
C. Step 2: linear time simulation tuning
Next, the same implementation shown in Fig. 3 is used
in a linear time-simulation tuning process similar to the one
for the RL. It is highlighted that this is straight-forward for
the present single-axis architecture and for the LTI case but
that it might be very time consuming and with no guarantees
of success in the most general case. This is especially so in
terms of: (i) robustness to plant uncertainty and disturbances,
(ii) performance across flight conditions, (iii) fault tolerance
to actuator loss, and (iv) other control loops interactions.
The following figures, normalized in the time axis due to
confidentiality reasons, show Nz and Q for different gain
variations and values. Fig. 6 shows the variation of Kinz
from 1 to 3, where the expected increase in oscillation with
increase value observed during the RL analysis is also seen.
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The focus of the Root Locus is on the normal load integral
Kinz and proportional Kpnz gains since they are the main
design knobs for the load factor robustness and performance.
The feed-forward gain Kff nz affects the closed-loop zeros,
in a PD-style structure with the integral gain Kinz . Thus,
it will be tuned (during the time-domain step) after the
previous two gains are fixed. Similarly, since the pitch rate
gain KpQ is well-known to directly affect the short-period
dynamics (resulting in an augmentation of its damping with
minimal influence on the natural frequency, see [9] for a
good examination of the different contributors), it is tuned
the last of the four C* gains, also in the time-domain step.
Starting with the normal load integral gain Kinz and setting
all other gains to zero (except the ”common” gain that is set
to 1), a root locus can be obtained, see Fig. 4. This, as well
as all the other RL figures, are divided in two plots, with
the left one showing the main RL and the one on the right
zooming at the phugoid (PH) mode –too small to ascertain
from the general view. Also, due to confidentiality reasons
all the RL figures are scaled with respect to Fig. 4(a), which
is normalized. This scaling allows to understand the relative
magnitudes between modes while respecting confidentiality.
From the figure it is easy to see that the CLP is stable with
a phugoid zero at s ≈ 0 and short-period (SP) damping from
0.88 (Kinz = 0) to 1 (Kinz > 1.79).
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Fig. 6: LTI time-sim: varying Kinz
Based on the requirements, the gain Kinz is set to 1.5
(although it still violates overshoot and settling time require-

ments). The next step is to tune Kpnz , which as indicated in
the RL as its value increases the damping of the system also
increases. For the relatively small range considered the rise
time is not much affected but the settling time gets closer to
the desired requirement. Thus, a value of Kpnz = 1 is chosen
to help remove the Nz overshoot and reduce that for Q.
Subsequently, Fig. 7, the effect of the feed-forward gain
Kff nz is assessed. It was mentioned that this gain has a direct
effect on the closed-loop zero and this is clearly seen in the
figure where a non-minimum zero behavior is introduced,
and exacerbated for positive values. Thus, negative values are
tested and is observed that they help to improve the response
of the system (i.e. faster rise times with more negative gains)
but that beyond a certain value it results in Nz overshoot.
Therefore, a fixed value of Kff nz = −1 is chosen.
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Fig. 7: LTI time-sim: varying Kff nz & Kinz = 1.5, Kpnz = 1
Continuing next to the KpQ gain, it is seen that with
increasing values of the gain an increasingly slow 1st order
type of response is obtained (with now, as expected, an
associated damping on the pitch rate). A fixed value of
KpQ = 0.5 is chosen as a good compromise. Finally, the
additional feedback gain is introduced to allow increasing
Kpnz without resulting in the oscillatory (towards unstable)
behavior seen in Fig. 6. Thus, the ”common” gain Kcmnz is
used to scale up and down the other three gains. Fig. 8 shows
the results, which led to Kcmnz = 1.5 to trade-off actuation
responsiveness versus acceptable degradation during faults.
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Fig. 8: LTI time-sim: varying KcmNz

In this section, the advanced C* control law is presented.
It is based on the H∞ -synthesis formulation but specifying
a fixed controller structure and optimizing the gains by
means of non-smooth algorithms. It is important to note
that although the robustness assessment of the classical RLderived C* law yielded good results, the importance of the
advanced approach is to demonstrate that similar (or better)
performance can be obtained through an optimization process
that simplifies the tuning and explicitly includes robustness.
The structured H∞ controller design approach was proposed in [13], [14], [11], and its effectiveness has been
demonstrated already in several simulation design problems
[10], [1], [2], [15], two Space-flown missions [12], [16], and
recently in piloted flight tests [17].
A. Structured H∞ potential pitfalls and challenges

KffNZ=1.5

1

V. ADVANCED APPROACH: STRUCTURED H∞

In defining the structured H∞ optimization problem one
of the main difficulties is the apparent ease of use of the
software, hinfstruct, especially the numerous possibilities
to set the objectives. Indeed, there are (too) many options
available to the non-expert in H∞ and even to some one
well acquainted with these technique the structured H∞
software provides some challenges. The optimization options
cover from initialization of the tunable parameters, subtle
differences in the posing of the problem, and the different and
numerous requirements conditions (sometimes ”seemingly”
fighting each other, as characteristic of multiple minimae
optimizations). This wide availability is a risk in a sense
that it provides a confidence level on the software that
can complicate the design process by over constraining
the optimization problem. Finally, the random nature of
the algorithm (typically requiring several runs to yield an
acceptable controller) presents two challenges: the potential
irreproducibility of the results (a key issue with the aerospace
industry due to certification concerns), and especially the
break-down in the design learning experience (i.e. the capability to assess how a modification of the optimization
problem, such as the weights, affect the result).
B. Structured H∞ application
After an initial unsuccessful (very time consuming and not
yielding desired performance) design attempt was performed
using a standard C* law design interconnection and hinfstruct
requirements (overshoots, settling times, roll-off...), it was
decided to re-start the structured H∞ design following the
rationale of the standard H∞ design process. Note that a
standard H∞ design was not properly attempted but the
design ideas were used, i.e. looking at Sensitivity and
Complementary Sensitivity functions (S&T ) objectives and
using reduced-order weights to capture their ideal versions.
Moreover, note that this was done also to show how to re-use
the legacy knowledge (from the classical design).
Thus, an assessment of the frequency response (FRSP)
characteristics of the classical design was performed first but
including an evaluation of its robustness across mass, center
of gravity and flight condition. For this purpose, a subset of

LTI plants was extracted from the family of 214 LTI plants
provided by Airbus. These 27 LTI plants were obtained at
Vcas = 270 m/s and included two mass points (covering the
full mass range [mmin , mmax ] Tons), three centers of gravity
[cg f ront cgmid cgrear ] %mac, altitudes [4950 19,950 34,950]
feet, and Mach numbers [0.45 0.59 0.79].
The resulting sensitivity (S, black solid lines) and complementary sensitivity (T , blue dashed lines) functions are
shown in Fig. 9. In addition, the effects of the control input
on the pitch rate output are also plotted (dotted grey) to assess
the controller decoupling character. The plot includes the
S&T weights derived ad hoc as 1st order transfer functions
(respectively, green dashed-square and magenta dashed-circle
lines). Notice that although the linear time responses showed
very good behavior, the FRSPs show the potential for lack of
robustness (insufficient roll-off for the T responses), as well
as potential performance issues in the cross-over frequency
region (the clashing S&T peaks).
1

The initialization of the hinfstruct tunable parameters was
performed starting from the classical C* gain values.
The controller was designed at plant G1 (mmin , cg f ront ,
4950 feet, 0.45 Mach) by calling the hinfstruct command
with the option of 20 internal random search. It was necessary to run consecutively 3 to 5 times the command after
any modification until an acceptable controller was found.
Analyzing the frequency response for this advanced C*
control law using the 27 plants yields now very good S&T
properties, see Fig. 11. Different plants (out of the 27 subset),
as well as design using multiple plants, were also tested but
yielded worst or invalid controllers.
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Fig. 9: Classical K: S&T responses for 27 plants
Next, the previous ideal S&T weights together with Airbus
controller structure served then to set the hinfstruct design
code and weights. Several types of interconnections were
considered until it was arrived to that in Fig. 10.

Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the Nz and Q responses
from the Airbus simplified benchmark and for three gains
sets implemented all in the Simulink diagram (i.e. ”MDL”)
of Fig. 3. The three sets are: the classical controller (termed
”MDL UoB classical K”), the advanced (”MDL UoB hinfstruct K”), and the gains extracted from the Airbus benchmark (”MDL AIRBUS K”). Notice that the responses for
the three sets of gains are very similar, and that there
are some differences with respect to the Airbus benchmark
response (due to the protections implemented in the Airbus
benchmark). Again, note that the time axis is normalized but
with respect to the time used in previous (and subsequent)
time-domain figures to allow for a relative understanding.
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Note that only a reference T function weight was used
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where the parameters {KLF , KHF , ωB } define respectively
the low-frequency asymptote, high-frequency asymptote and
weight bandwidth. In addition, constant weights for the Nz
and Q noise channels (W nsNz , W nsQ ) as well as for the
reference input (Wcmd ) were used to shape the external inputs.
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Fig. 13: CLP LTI time-simulation (all faults, all plants)
Fig. 13 shows the responses for the 27 plants and all fault
cases (a total of 243 runs, as 9 fault cases are considered
arising from all combinations resulting from failure in one
or two of the four elevators plus the no-fault case). The grey
lines indicate fault cases and the black the no-fault responses.
Remarkably, both controllers performed very well, although
there is degradation of performance in the face of robustness
for the classical. It is also very noticeable for both controllers,
by looking at the Q response, the effect of the flight condition
(altitude and Mach) which yields three distinct responses for
Q. Notice that the designs focused mostly on the Nz/Nzc
response and thus the spread in Q from flight condition
change is acceptable. Also, it is highlighted that the advanced
C* law provides a more homogeneous Nz/Nzc response,
which as it was mentioned before is desirable.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, a classical and an advanced control law
design have been presented for a large commercial aircraft
C* control law. The classical approach, based on root locus
and linear time-domain simulation tuning, was used to obtain
an industrial-type baseline C* law, but in addition the experience and results were used as the backbone for the advanced
design. This was intentionally done in order to demonstrate
the capability of the advanced approach to take advantage
of the legacy knowledge and control architectures used in
industry. The results indicate that the advanced control design
approach has potential to adequately address the design
challenge, simplifying the tuning process while imbuing it
with better robust performance and stability properties.
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